
EPIDEMIOLOGY CASE STUDY

Epidemiologic Case Studies contains training resources primarily in the form of interactive exercises developed to teach
epidemiologic principles and practices.

The effort to place the learner in an active role is particularly important for more routine types of questions
that aim to get the learner to repeat concepts as with an information-driven training. Competing public health
priorities and limited training resources can present challenges in developed and developing countries alike.
Alternatively, questions that treat issues or controversies with no perfect answer fit into the context of the case
study while drawing on learners' opinions, often leading to rich dialogue and experience sharing. The success
of a public health training should be measurable by participants' ability to perform specific job functions, and
more broadly, improvements in components of the public health system such as timeliness and completeness
of communicable disease reporting and surveillance. They require active participation and problem solving.
The questions can ask for a decision, but often they instruct the trainees to perform calculations, draw graphs,
generate lists, interpret data, or consider the pros and cons of different approaches. In addition, they are fun,
consistently receiving the highest ratings on student evaluations of any component of classroom training.
Centre for Teaching - Case Studies. A program of. While this requires additional work in developing case
study answer guides, small groups can present their results to each other at the end of the session and can learn
more about public health challenges and considerations than just the work they themselves have performed.
The series of case studies reveal the stories of the NPHIs and provide insights into the process of NPHI
development that we hope will be useful to others. How are the case studies used? For example, a learner may
be provided with a line listing and asked to construct an epidemic curve, or they may be provided a
two-by-two table and asked to calculate relative risk. In the field of Public Health, where the responsibilities
and hours can be significant, the challenge of recruiting and maintaining dedicated workers must be met in
order to protect and promote healthy communities. Hypertonic saline in the treatment of viral bronchiolitis in
infants. For example, in a scenario where the learner is in the role of someone getting ready to plan a
case-control study, the setting from a ProMed report or international bulletin might be ideal, but the details
given from a case-control study published in the literature provide the topical details needed to expand upon
the case study scenario. Often training delivery of a case study is preceded by didactic content, or other
information-driven training such as web-based tutorials, workbooks, or reading material. Alternatively,
training and professional development may be clinically-oriented as opposed to the more relevant population
based public health focus 1. This supplement introduces 11 new case study exercises based on real events in
African contexts and written by experienced Africa-based public health trainers and practitioners. Small or
Large Groups If a training is being held in a location where learners have easy and safe access to a public
lunch room, university students, or a busy walkway or plaza, the learner can go out of the classroom and
engage the general public in practicing basic interviewing skills and piloting questions from a data collection
instrument.


